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This invention relates to hydraulic power transmission 

systems which derive their power input from a water 
cooled prime mover. Such a .system is primarily propul 
sive, but if the motor or motors driving the load is or 
are of appropriate design, it can be adapted to provide 
retardation also by causing the motor, when forced by 
the inertia of the load to over-run the pump, itself to 
pump the working ?uid (hereinafter referred to for con 
venience as oil) against an hydraulic resistance. 

In an hydraulic power transmission which provides 
both propulsion and retardation, oil temperatures tend to 
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rise unduly, and cooling of the oil becomes necessary. At 7 
the same time, when starting from a cold condition, the 
viscosity of the oil may be too high for efficient opera 
tion, and the oil requires heating. There is thus a rela 
tively clearly de?ned optimum temperature range for the 
oil which results in optimum e?iciency. 
The present invention provides a system for the control 

of the oil temperature by causing it to traverse a heat 
exchanger in which the other heat exchange ?uid is the 
cooling water for the prime mover. By suitably control 
ling the rate of feed of cooling water to this heat ex 
changer and, if desired, by varying the point in the cool 
ing water circuit from which it is derived, a close control 
can be exercised on the oil temperature under normal 
working conditions. 

Preferably, the control of the rate of feed of the cooling 
water to the oil/water heat exchanger, and the optional 
selection of the point of derivation of the coolingwater 
input thereto, are carried out automatically in response to 
changes in the temperatures of the oil and the water 
at given points in their respective circuits. 

Advantageously, the cooling water circuit includes an 
auxiliary radiator. ‘ . 

In this speci?cation, the term “cooling water” has its 
ordinary connotation and includes solutions of anti 
freeze, anti-corrosion, or other customary additives, whilst 
the term “oil” includes all the normal substances used in 
hydraulic power transmissions, and special compounds 
designed to suit particular operating requirements. 
A system according to the present invention provides 

for a transfer of heat in either direction, so that some 
measure of control is exercised on the temperature of the 
cooling water. ' . t . 

One practical embodiment of ,the‘ present invention, 
as applied to a vehicle ‘transmission powered by a con 
ventional internal combustion engine, will now be partic 
ularly described, by way of example, with reference to 
the accompanying drawings‘in which:v ‘_ j 
FIGURE 1 is a diagram of the cooling water circuit 

showing the oil/water heat exchanger; and , 
FIGURES 2 to 4 indicate those parts of the circuit 

which are operative 'under speci?ed conditions. 
Referring ?rst to FIGURE 1, the hydraulic transmis 

sion system includes a pump P and a motor, M of con— 
ventional design. . The transmission pump P is driven by 
a water-cooled internal ‘combustion engine 1 the cooling 
water for which is circulated by a water pump‘ 2. in con 
ventional manner. The outlet from the water jacket of 
the engine is coupled to a two-way differential distribution 

' valve 3 of known type which varies the ratio‘ between the ‘ 
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connected to the main radiator 6 for the prime mover 1 
whilst the outlet 5 is directly connected to the inlet to, 
the water element 7 of an oil/water heat exchanger 8. 
The oil element 9 of this latter is connected in the hy 
draulic power transmission circuit of which a part is in 
dicated at 10. 
The outlet from the main radiator 6 passes directly to 

a second two-way differential distribution valve 11, the 
outlet 12 of which feeds water direct to the cooling water 
pump 2. The other valve outlet 13 leads to an auxiliary 
radiator 14 which is connected direct to the inlet of the 
water element 7 of the oil/water heat exchanger. 
The position of the valve 3 is governed by a thermostat, 

indicated at 15, which is responsive to the temperature 
,of the water at the outlet from the water jacket of the 
prime mover 1, whilst the valve 11 is controlled by a 
thermostat 16 in the outlet from the oil element 9 of 
the heat exchanger 8. The latter is also shown in the 
drawing as controlling a bypass valve 18 which can, in 
an emergency, short-circuit the valve 3 and feed all the 
cooling water flow to the main radiator 6. Such action 
may be required if there is an abnormal rise in oil tem 
perature, or if the thermostat 15 fails or is slow to set the 
differential valve 3 to open the outlet 4. This by-pass 
may be omitted. 

In use, when starting from a cold condition, the ther 
mostat 15 sets the differential valve 3 to open the outlet 5 
and the thermostat 16 sets the differential valve>11 to 
open the outlet 12. The circuit is then as shown in 
FIG. 2. As the prime mover 1 warms up, the temperature 
of the cooling water rises and heat is transferred to the 

. oil in the heat exchanger 8, thus accelerating the rate at 
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rates of ?ow through two outlets 4, ‘5. . The. ‘outlet 4 is ‘ 

which the oil in the hydraulic transmission circuit 10 
reaches its optimum working temperature. 

During the warming up period, the valve 3 is moved 
to progressively close the outlet 5 and open the outlet 4, 
tending to assume the position shown in FIG. 3 where 
the full ?ow of cooling water is being circulated through 
the main radiator 6, and returned direct to the pump 2. _, 
While this progressive change-over is occurring in the 
cooling water circuit, less water is being passed through 
the element 7, and the rate of heat transfer to the oil 
decreases. The arrangement is such that under normal 
operating conditions‘ the oil in the element 9 requires 
relatively little cooling, and the thermostat 16 keeps the 

'dilferential valve 11 set to return at least the greater 
proportion of the cooling water direct from the main 
radiator 6 to the pump 2. _ _ _ 

‘ If, now, the oil temperature in the hydraulic trans 
mission circuit 10 rises above the maximum ‘set by the 
thermostat 16, the later moves'the valve ,11 to divert 
some water through the outlet 13 to the auxiliary radiator 
14 and thence through the water element 7 back to the 
pump 2. The water entering the heat exchangercis thus 
cooled below the outlet temperature from the main radial 
itor 6 and extracts heat from the oil. If due to, say, pro 
longed retardation, the oil temperature continues to rise, 
the thermostat 16 ultimately sets the valve 11 to the 
position shown in FIG. 4, where the full ?ow of cooling 
water is circulated through the auxiliary radiator>14 and 
the heat exchanger 8. ‘This is the condition of maximum 
heat loss by the cooling water to atmosphere, coupled with 
maximum heat absoption from the oil. 
As the temperature of the oil falls to its‘ optimum value 

as determined by the setting of the thermostat 16, the 
‘flow of ooolingwater through the auxiliary radiator 14 
and the heat exchanger 8 is progressively reduced by the 
progressive return of the differential valve 11 to the posi 
tion shown in FIG. 3. Both diiferential valves 3,11 auto 
matically distribute the cooling water ?ow to the ditterent 
paths in the proportions called for by the particular op 
erating conditions of the system. ‘ a i > . 
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In a typical system, the normal operating temperatures 
would be approximately as follows: 

Cooling water circuit (FIG. 4) 
Outlet from prime mover 1 __________________ __ 160 
Inlet to auxiliary radiator 14 ________________ __ 145 
Outlet from auxiliary radiator 14 ____________ ___ 130 
Outlet from water element 7 ________________ .__ 140 
Thermostat 15 set to open outlet 4 fully at 160° F. 

Oil circuit (FIG. 4) 
Inlet to oil element 9 ..._._...'. ____________________ __ 180 

Outlet from element 9 ______________________ __ 150 
Thermostat 16 set to open outlet 13 fully at 150° F. 

A system according to the presentinvention takes ad 
vantage of the fact that, for a given size of radiator, 
and a given difference between liquid and air inlet tem 
peratures in a radiator, more heat can be extracted per 
unit of time from water than from oil. Hence, the inven 
tion leads to more efficient cooling of the oil, whilst the 
two-way heat transfer in the oil/water heat exchange pro 
motes a more rapid attainment, of optimum temperatures 
in each liquid under different operating conditions. Thus, 
for example, where the system according to the invention 
is applied to a vehicle, the oil temperature is raised more 
rapidly to its optimum valve after a cold start than would 
otherwise be the case when the transmission is continuous 
ly driving. On the other hand, the’ cooling water is raised 
more rapidly to its optimum temperature if the transmis 
sion is continuously retarding-_as, for example, during 
a continuous descent from a cold start. ‘ > 

Other advantages of a system according to the present 
invention are that by using a common heat exchanger 
between the two liquid circuits a greater economy of 
weight andspace occupied by equipment can be achieved; 
and also that items of equipment such as valves, radiators, 
and thermostats are normally more readily available for 
the water circuit than for the oil circuit. 7 
Each two-way dilTerential-acting valve 3, 11 can be of 

conventional design in which the inlet port is permanently 
connected to the inlet circuit and outlet ports are varia 
ble and dilferentially obturated by the valve member. For 
example, the latter may be of hollow cylindrical from 
having its bore in permanent communication with the 
inlet circuit and having an arcuate radial outlet port 
through its cylindrical wall. The cylindrical valve mem 
her is a fluid-tight rotary ?t in a cylindrical bore of the 
valve body, the latter having a pair of adjacent separate 
outlet ports each registrable with the outlet port in the 
valve member and preferably coextensive therewith when 
in'rfull registration. ',The circumferential gap-betweenv the 
outlet, ports is suf?cient to' ensure a satisfactory ?uid 
seal between them when the valve member is moved 
to either limit of its rotary travel so that, in either limit 
position, one outlet port in the body is‘ fully open while 
the other is fully closed.‘ As will be understood, the 
ports in-the body ‘may‘ be at different levels in the direc 
tion of the axis of the cylindrical’ valve member, and the 
latter may havecorrespondingly axially displaced outlet 
ports to register respectively therewith in the differential 
manner described above. _ 7 c 

In an alternative arrangement, each two-way di?eren 
tial-acting valve 3, 11 may consist of a pair of conven 
tional one-‘way valves connected to a common inlet but 
having their outlets connected to respective outletcircuits, ‘ 
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heat exchange system comprising an toil/water heat ex 
changer having its water element adapted to be con 
nected in the water cooling circuit of the prime mover and 
its oil element adapted to be connected to the oil circuit 
of the transmission; a cooling water radiator; a. two-Way 
differential-acting valve for dividing the total ?ow of 
cooling water in varying proportions between said radiator 
and said heat exchanger water element and having its 
inlet connected to the outlet of the prime mover water 
jacket, one outlet connected to said radiator and the other 
outlet connected to the inlet of said water element; con 
nections from the outlet of said radiator to said water 

' element and to the inlet of said water jacket; and tem 
perature-responsive elements in the outlet ‘of said water 
jacket and in the outlet of said oil element for controlling 
the flow of water through said water element. 

2. For use in an hydraulic power transmission sys 
tem adapted to be driven by a water-cooled prime mover, 
a heat exchange system comprising an oil/Water heat 
exchanger having its Water element adapted to be con 
nected in thewater-cooling circuit of the prime mover 
and its oil element adapted to be connected to the oil 
circuit of the transmission; a cooling water radiator; a 
?rst two-way differential-acting valve for dividing the ?ow 
of cooling water from the prime mover water jacket be 
tween the inlets to said radiator and to said water ele 
ment; a second two-way differential-acting valve for divid 
ing the ?ow of cooling water from said radiator to inlets 
to said Water jacket and to said Water element; a ?rst 
temperature-sensitive element in the‘ outlet from said 
Water jacket for controlling the position of said ?rst two 
Way valve,,and a second temperature-sensitive element in 
the outlet from said oil element for controlling the posi 
tion of said second two-Way valve. 

‘ 3. A heat-exchange system as claimed in claim 2 in 
cluding an auxiliary radiator interposed in the cooling 
water circuit between said second two-Way valve and 
the inlet to said Water element. > ~ 

4. For use in an hydraulic power transmission system 
adapted to be driven by a water-cooled prime mover, 
a heat exchange system comprising an oil/ water heat ex 
changer having its water element adapted to be ,conected 

V in the water-cooling circuit of the prime mover and its 
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oil element adapted to be connected to the oil circuit of 
the transmission; a cooling water radiator; a ?rst two 
way differential-acting valve for dividing‘ the flow of cool 
ing water from the prime mover water jacket between 
the inlets to said radiator and to said water element; a 
by-pass circuit between the outlet from the prime mover 
water jacket and the inlet to said radiator; a change-over 
valve controlling the inlets to said ?rst two-way valve 
and said by-pass circuit; a second two-way differential 
acting valve ‘for dividing the flow of cooling water from 
said radiator to inlets to said water jacket and to said 
'water element; a ?rst temperature-sensitive element in 
the outlet from said water jacket for controlling the posi 
tion of said ?rst two-way valve, and a second tempera 
ture-sensitive element in the outlet from said oil element 
for controlling the position of said second two-way valve 
and the position of said'change-over' valve. 

5. ,A heat exchange system for a working ?uid having 
a poor rate of heat exchange with air directly, comprising 

‘ a heat exchanger having working ?uid and water elements 
65 

each beingarranged to close progressively as the other ' 
opens progressively. ' , 

The-system according to the. present invention is ap 
plicable to cases where’ working liquids other than water 

7 and oil are involved, and where one such'liquid is harder 
to cool in an, air/liquid heat exchanger than the other. 
We claim; , y 

1. For use in an hydraulic power transmissionv system 
adapted to be driven bytjaewater-cooled prime mover, a 
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in combination with a waterlcircuit including a main 
water/air radiator having water inlet and outlet connec 
tions; a two-way differential-acting valve having its inlet 
connected'in circuit with the outlet from said water 
element, one outlet connected to the inlet to said water 
element, and the other outlet connected to the inlet to 
said radiator; a returnr?ow connection from the outlet 
of said radiator shunting. said water element; water tem 

- perature sensitive means for controlling the position of 
said two-way valve, and "means for circulating water 
through said water circuit. 7 ' ‘ - » 
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6. A heat exchange system as claimed in ‘claim 5 in 
cluding an auxiliary water/air radiator; a second two 
way differential-acting valve having its inlet connected 
to the outlet of said main radiator, one outlet connected 
to said return ?ow shunt circuit and the other outlet 
connected to the inlet to said auxiliary radiator, and 
temperature sensitive means in the outlet from said work 
ing ?uid heat exchange element for controlling the posi 
tion of said second two-way valve. 

7. In a hydraulic transmission system powered by a 
water-cooled prime mover, the combination with a 
conventional main cooling water, radiator of a 
heat exchanger having oil and water elements, the 
former connected in the oil circuit of the hydraulic trans 
mission and the latter in the cooling water circuit; a ?rst 
two-way differential-acting valve at the inlet to said radia 
tor and connected so as to divide the ?ow of cooling water 
in varying proportions between said radiator and said 
water element; a thermostat in said cooling water circuit 
for governing the setting of said ?rst two-way valve; 
an auxiliary radiator in the cooling Water circuit having ‘ 
its outlet connected to the inlet of said water element; a 
second two-Way di?erential-acting valve connected to 
the outlet of said main radiator so as to divide the ?ow 
of cooling water therefrom in‘ varying proportions be 
tween said auxiliary radiator and a point in said cooling 
water circuit beyond said water element, and a thermo 
stat in the outlet from said oil element for governing the 
setting of said second two-way valve. 

8. The combination as claimed inclaim 7 including 
,a by-pass circuit around the ?rst two-way valve for direct 
ing cooling water to the inlet to said main radiator; a 
change-over valve for selectively connecting either said by 
pass or said ?rst two-way valve in the cooling water cir 
cult, and a connection between said oil element outlet 
thermostat and said change-over valve for controlling said 
selective connection. 

9. An hydraulic power transmission system compris- . 
ing an hydraulic transmission ?uid pump; an hydraulic 
motor; an hydraulic ?uid transmission circuit between said 
pump and said motor; a prime mover for driving said 
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pump; a coolant. jacket in said prime mover; a main cool 
ant radiator; a coolant circuit interconnecting said jacket 
and said radiator; a ?uid/ coolant heat exchanger having 
an hydraulic ?uid element and a coolant element in heat 
exchange relation, said ?uid element being connected in 
circuit with said ?uid transmission circuit and said coolant 
element being connected in the return flow portion of said 
coolant circuit; a ?rst two-way differential-acting valve 
having its inlet port connected to the outlet from said 
jacket, a ?rst outlet port connected to the inlet to said 
main coolant radiator, and a second outlet port connected 
to the inlet to said coolant element; a connection between 
the outlet from said main coolant radiator and the inlet 
to said jacket; a thermostat in the outlet from said jacket 
for governing the setting of said ?rst two-Way valve; an 
auxiliary coolant radiator having its outlet connected to 
the inlet to said coolant element; a second two-way dif 
ferential-acting valve having its inlet port connected to 
the outlet from said main radiator, a ?rst outlet port con 
nected to the inlet’ to said jacket, and a second outlet port 
connected to the inlet to said auxiliary coolant radiator, 
and a thermostat in the outlet from said hydraulic ?uid 
element for governing the setting of said second two-way 
valve. 

10. An hydraulic power-transmission system as claimed 
in claim 9 including a by-pass for said ?rst two-way valve 
for supplying coolant direct from said jacket to the inlet 
to said main coolant radiator; a change-over valve hav 
ing its inlet port connected to the outlet from said jacket, 
a ?rst outlet port connected to the inlet port of said ?rst 
two-way valve and a second outlet port connected to said 
bypass, and a connection between said hydraulic ?uid 
thermostat for governing the setting of said change-over 
valve. 
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